Introduction
What humans perceive as being parallel is not necessarily parallel in real life. this is true for both visual perception the test bar when the participant is adjusting its orientation). It is an intriguing question whether the deviations also occur in a dynamic context. that is, what would be perceived when the hand is continuously in contact with a bar moving from one location to another? a logical but also intriguing consequence of the systematic deviations found in the static situation is that the translating bar would be perceived as also rotating (see Fig. 1a, b) . similarly, if the bar actually rotates (in combination with the translation), there should then be a rotation speed that would lead to the perception of a non-rotating bar (see Fig. 1c, d) . this would mean that the perceptual system can be tricked into not noticing the rotation when the bar is also translated, even when the hand is in continuous contact with the bar. the present experiment set out to investigate this question.
Methods

Participants
Participants were 10 females and 6 males, aged between 18 and 31 years. all participants were right handed as was assessed by means of a questionnaire (coren 1993). they were naive as to the purpose of the experiments and signed a declaration of informed consent. they received a small financial compensation for their efforts. two additional participants had to be left out of the analysis because they made very strange hand and arm movements (they wanted to keep their hand aligned to the bar which was not always possible).
setup an aluminum bar (20 cm long, 1.1 cm diameter) was positioned on a square plate that was fixed onto an Isel automation linear and rotary positioning unit, which was attached to an Isel c142-1 cNc controller. the plate and thus the bar could independently make translatory movements in the left--right direction on the horizontal plane and rotatory movements about a vertical axis that moved with the center of the bar. Pictures of a participant sitting in the setup are shown in Fig. 2 . the height of the setup was such that the bar was approximately at waist height of the participant. In Fig. 1c a schematic top view of a possible bar movement is shown.
Procedure
Before the actual experiment started, the participants were shown the setup with the translating and rotating bar. at Fig. 2 Example of a blindfolded participant in the setup. the two pictures show the extreme positions of the positioning unit on which the metal plate and the bar were fixed. In all odd trials, this whole unit translates from left to right, while the plate with the bar also rotates clockwise or counterclockwise; in all even trials, the translation is from right to left. In between trials, the participant lifts her hand so that the bar can rotate to a new random start orientation that stage, the experimenter explained their task, but participants were not allowed to touch the bar. Next, they blindfolded themselves and were seated in front of the setup. they started with a few practice trials until both experimenter and participant felt satisfied that the task was understood correctly. Either two or four practice trials were sufficient.
For each trial, participants had to place their right hand on the aluminum bar. the initial orientation of the bar was random (in multiples of 20°). an orientation of 0° lies in the frontoparallel frame of the participant. In each trial, the bar moved from directly in front of the participant (see right picture of Fig. 2 ) over a distance of 60 cm to the right (see left picture of Fig. 2 ), or vice versa. this positioning of setup and participant was chosen so that the participant's hand could be moved back and forth comfortably without the need of whole body rotations.
the bar moved with a velocity of 15 cm/s. In addition to the translation, the bar could rotate either clockwise or counterclockwise. at the end of each trial, the participant had to lift his/her hand and report whether the perceived rotation was clockwise or counterclockwise. the experimenter fed the answer into a computer program and the bar rotated to a new random orientation. subsequently, the participant placed his/her hand again on the bar and the next trial started, translating in a direction opposite to that of the previous trial.
the rotation of the bar was determined by means of a one-up one-down staircase procedure, in steps of 5°. Initial rotations were −45° or 15° for the rightward trials and −15° or 45° for the leftward trials. these initial rotations were based on the results of pilot experiments and were chosen to range around the expected bias. a rotation of 0° was not used to avoid any confounding cue from the absence of vibrations from the rotating motor. Rightward and leftward trials were alternated. In this way, four independent staircases were interleaved (see Fig. 3 , left panels). For subsequent trials of a staircase, the rotation was changed one step in the reported direction, thus converging to the point of subjective non-rotation. For each participant, there were 60 trials, 15 for each of the four staircases. Example of the staircases and the associated psychometric curves. the two left panels show the four staircases that were measured for participant aB, the upper one for translation to the right, the lower one for translation to the left. the two right panels show the associated psychometric curves that were fitted to the staircase data. the size of the plot points gives an indication of the number of times a certain value has been presented during the staircase procedure. σ and μ are also given in these panels
Data analysis
For each participant and each translation direction, the percentage of answers "clockwise" was plotted as a function of the rotation (see Fig. 3 right panels) . to accurately estimate the 50 % point (PsE-point of subjective equality) of the psychometric curve, the following cumulative Gaussian function was fitted to the data. here, μ is the value of the rotation that a participant needs in order to perceive the bar as nonrotating (i.e., the participant guesses in 50 % of the trials that the rotation is clockwise and in the other 50 % that it is counterclockwise) and is also termed bias; σ is a measure of the steepness of the curve and is the difference between the 50 % and the 84 % point. the advantages of fitting the data in this way are that all data points are used in determining the values of μ (as opposed to taking the average of some final points of the staircases) and that it yields a value for the threshold σ. In the current study, we are mostly interested in the value of μ, and in particular, whether this value differs from zero and also systematically differs for the leftward and rightward translations. In order to be consistent with the static case, it is predicted that for a translation to the right, a clockwise (negative) rotation is needed for perceiving the bar as nonrotating and for a translation to the left a counterclockwise (positive) rotation. Examples that this is what is actually found can be seen in Fig. 3 , right panels. as these rotations would cancel each other when added or averaged, the overall rotation bias is defined as follows:
where the subscripts indicate the direction of translation. since µ left and µ right are expected to have opposite signs, this corresponds to the average magnitude of the biases found in the leftward and rightward trials.
Results
the average μ right was −18.9° and the average μ left was 17.9°. Both these values were significantly different from zero as determined with two-sided t tests (t 15 = −6.1, p < 0.00003 and t 15 = −4.8, p < 0.0003, respectively).
In Fig. 4 , the rotation bias is plotted for all 16 individual participants. It can be seen that for most participants, substantial rotations were necessary in order to perceive the translating and rotating bar as non-rotating (see Fig. 1c,  d) . although a rotation of 0° was not actually measured, it
can be deduced from the fitted psychometric functions in Fig. 3 that a non-rotating, but only translating bar was perceived as also rotating. the mean rotation bias was 18.4° over a distance of 60 cm. this illusory rotation was highly significant as confirmed by a one-sided t test (t 15 = 5.86, p < 0.00002). the average value of σ was 14.5°. a paired t test showed that σ was significantly different from the difference between μ left and μ right (t 15 = 3.5, p < 0.003). this provided additional evidence that the psychometric curves for the leftward and rightward conditions were indeed different.
Discussion and conclusion
the rotation bias found is in full agreement with the prediction from results of the parallelity experiments with static bars: When a bar was translating from left to right, an additional clockwise rotation was needed in order to be haptically perceived as just translating. If the bar translated from right to left, a counterclockwise rotation was needed. the rotation needed was quite substantial: Over a translation distance of 60 cm, the rotation should be 18°. a logical inference is that if the translating bar is not rotating, an illusory rotation is perceived! although the actual non-rotating case was not tested because of the possible confounding absence of vibrations, there is no reason to expect that the perception of this special case of 0° would deviate from that of −5° and 5°, which in the example of Fig. 3 both give rise to a 100 % perception of clockwise rotation in the rightward condition and counterclockwise in the leftward condition. this also holds for −10° and 10°. as 0° falls in the middle of this range, a deviating perception (that is, non-rotating) would be very unlikely. therefore, the evidence that the non-rotating bar would indeed be perceived as rotating is quite strong. this rotation bias is participant dependent, as can be seen in Fig. 4 . this is also what might have been expected, as the deviations found in the various parallelity experiments were also strongly participant dependent. Kappers (2003) reported a deviation averaged over 68 participants of 41.3° for a distance between the reference and test bars of 120 cm. as Kappers and Koenderink (1999) found that the deviations seemed to depend linearly on distance, the average deviation for 60 cm would be 20.7°. Zuidhoek et al. (2003) found a deviation of 10.6° averaged over 6 participants for a distance of 60 cm. Kaas and van Mier (2006) reported a deviation of 11° for a 60 cm distance and averaged over 12 participants. Kappers and schakel (2011) found a deviation of 57.8° averaged over 32 participants for a distance of 120 cm, which would be 28.9° for a distance of 60 cm. averaged over 24 participants, Fernández-Díaz and travieso (2011) found a deviation of about 51° (estimated from their Fig. 2 ) for a distance of 120 cm, which would approximately be 25° for a distance of 60 cm. as the deviations are so strongly dependent on the participants, it is not surprising that the averages reported in these various studies also vary somewhat, especially since the setups and experimental paradigms also varied slightly. however, the important finding is that the rotation bias found in the current study fits right in the range of values found in the static parallelity experiments.
the results provide evidence that the model of weighted influence of allocentric and egocentric reference frames connected with the hand, arm and/or body, also applies to dynamic situations. this is not at all trivial. humans might have been much more aware of the changing orientation of their hand and/or arm while moving with the bar and that could have led to a stronger reliance on the allocentric reference frame. although some of the participants are indeed able to ignore the biasing egocentric influence, most of the participants cannot do so. this haptic illusion is not only of interest from a fundamental viewpoint, but it also has important implications for the rapidly growing industry designing haptic devices. Most designers would simply assume that haptic perception is veridical, whereas it would be profitable to take the possible occurence of illusions into account.
In summary, we have shown a new and salient haptic illusion that could be predicted on the basis of earlier work with static bars. It is a fascinating observation that humans in continuous contact with a rotating bar perceive it as nonrotating when it is also translating. although humans have the strong conviction that how they feel the world is how the world actually is, this illusion shows once again that haptic perception is far from veridical.
